Form for a developer to notify the local planning authority (LPA) that they propose to erect a 3m-6m rear extension (on an attached house) or a 4m-8m rear extension (on a detached house):

(i.e. the process set out by condition A.4 of Schedule 2 Part 1 Class A of the GPDO 1995, as amended)

What is the address of the site:

Please describe the proposed development:

How far will the extension extend beyond the rear wall of the original house: (in metres, measured externally)

What will be the maximum height of the extension: (in metres, measured externally above natural ground level)

What will be the height of the eaves of the extension: (metres, measured externally above natural ground level)

Have you included a plan indicating the site and showing the extension: (this is required by the legislation)

Please list the addresses of all adjoining premises: (i.e. any property that shares a boundary with the site)

What is your name:

What is your contact address: (if applicable, you can write “Same as site address”)

What is your email address: (if you are content to receive communications electronically)